
 

 

Sandridge Curriculum Overview 

Year 2 

Subject Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 
English Poetry: List Poems (2 weeks) 

Fixing full stops (4 weeks)  
British Values link: Sovereignty, 

individual liberty 

Recounts (3 weeks)  
Traditional Tales- Fairy Tales.  (3 

weeks)  
Vocabulary building (1 weeks) 

  

Instructions (2 weeks)  
Explanations (2 weeks)     
Take one poet- poetry 
appreciation (2 weeks) 

Report (4 weeks)  
Stories with recurring Literary 

language.  (2 weeks)                

Fantasy stories (4 weeks)  
Take one book (1 week) 

 
British Values link: Tolerance, 

Rule of Law. 

Explanations (2 weeks) 
Take one book (2 weeks) 

Calligrams- (Shape poetry) (2 
weeks) 

 Throughout each writing unit children will be developing  positive attitudes and stamina for writing. They will consider what they are going to write before beginning They will make simple additions, revisions and 
corrections to their own writing. They will proof-read to check for errors in spelling, grammar and punctuation And they will read aloud what they have written with appropriate intonation to make the meaning clear. 

Children will develop their understanding of how to use full stops, capital letters, exclamation marks, question marks, commas for lists and apostrophes for contracted forms and the possessive (singular). They will also 
learn how to use; sentences with different forms: statement, question, exclamation, command, expanded noun phrases to describe and specify [for example, the blue butterfly], the present and past tenses correctly 

and consistently including the progressive form, subordination (using when, if, that, or because) and co-ordination (using or, and, or but) and some features of written Standard English. 
Throughout the year they will use and understand the grammatical terminology; noun, noun phrase, statement, question, exclamation, command, compound, suffix, adjective, adverb, verb, tense (past, present) 

apostrophe and comma. 

Maths Block A (Counting whole 
numbers and multiples; Read, 

write order and compare whole 
numbers; place value with whole 
numbers; identify represent and 

estimate; number bonds and 
partitioning; multiply and divide 

mentally; number problems),  
Block B (counting in multiples; 

add, subtract mentally and solve 
problems using inverse to check; 

multiply, divide mentally and 
solve problems; recognise and 
describe properties of shapes, 

classify and draw shapes) 
 and Block C (recognise, find 

write, name and count fractions; 
statistics; identify represent and 

estimate numbers; 
measurement; measurement 

telling time; measurement 
money) 

Block D (add and subtract 
mentally and using written 

methods; add and subtract to 
solve problems; multiply and 

divide mentally and using 
written methods; solve problems 
using all 4 operations; estimate 

and use inverse to check; 
recognise, find, write, name and 

count fractions) and Block E 
(geometry, position and 
direction; measurement, 
compare, order, add and 

subtract and solve problems). 

 

Block A (Counting whole 
numbers and multiples; Read, 

write order and compare whole 
numbers; place value with whole 
numbers; identify represent and 

estimate; number bonds and 
partitioning; multiply and divide 

mentally; number problems),  
Block B (counting in multiples; 

add, subtract mentally and solve 
problems using inverse to check; 

multiply, divide mentally and 
solve problems; recognise and 
describe properties of shapes, 

classify and draw shapes) 
 and Block C (recognise, find 

write, name and count fractions; 
statistics; identify represent and 

estimate numbers; 
measurement; measurement 

telling time; measurement 
money) 

Block D (add and subtract 
mentally and using written 

methods; add and subtract to 
solve problems; multiply and 

divide mentally and using 
written methods; solve problems 
using all 4 operations; estimate 

and use inverse to check; 
recognise, find, write, name and 

count fractions) and Block E 
(geometry, position and 
direction; measurement, 
compare, order, add and 

subtract and solve problems). 

 

Block A (Counting whole 
numbers and multiples; Read, 

write order and compare whole 
numbers; place value with whole 
numbers; identify represent and 

estimate; number bonds and 
partitioning; multiply and divide 

mentally; number problems),  
Block B (counting in multiples; 

add, subtract mentally and solve 
problems using inverse to check; 

multiply, divide mentally and 
solve problems; recognise and 
describe properties of shapes, 

classify and draw shapes) 
 and Block C (recognise, find 

write, name and count fractions; 
statistics; identify represent and 

estimate numbers; 
measurement; measurement 

telling time; measurement 
money) 

Block D (add and subtract 
mentally and using written 

methods; add and subtract to 
solve problems; multiply and 

divide mentally and using written 
methods; solve problems using 
all 4 operations; estimate and 

use inverse to check; recognise, 
find, write, name and count 

fractions) and Block E (geometry, 
position and direction; 

measurement, compare, order, 
add and subtract and solve 

problems). 
 

Science Uses of everyday materials- 
Identify and compare the 
suitability of a variety of 
everyday materials. 

Uses of everyday materials- 
Identify and compare the 
suitability of a variety of 
everyday materials. 

Animals including humans- 
Offspring that grow into adults. 
Basic needs of animals, including 
humans, for survival (water, food 
and air.) 

Animals including humans- 
Offspring that grow into adults. 
Basic needs of animals, including 
humans, for survival (water, food 
and air.) 

Plants- 
Observe and describe how seeds 
and bulbs grow into mature 
plants. 
Find out and describe how plants 
need water, light, and a suitable 

Living things and their habitats- 
Explore and compare the 
differences between things that 
are living, dead, and things that 
have never been alive. 



 

 

Changing shape of materials- 
(bending, twisting and 
stretching.) 

 

Changing shape of materials- 
(bending, twisting and 
stretching.) 
 

Importance of exercise, eating 
the right amounts of different 
types of food and hygiene. 
British Values link: Mutual 
respect, Tolerance 

Importance of exercise, eating 
the right amounts of different 
types of food and hygiene. 
British Values link: Mutual 
respect, Tolerance 

temperature to grow and stay 
healthy 
 
Outdoor learning 

Habitats and the plants and 
animals in them. 
Food sources and food chains. 
British Values link: Mutual 
respect. 
Outdoor learning 

Topic Great Fire of London 
 History- events beyond living 
memory that are significant 

nationally or globally  
 
 

British Values link: Respect, 
Individual liberty, Tolerance, Rule 

of Law, Democracy. 

Scotland: An Island Home 
 Geography- understand 

geographical similarities and 
differences through studying the 
human and physical geography 

of a small area of the United 
Kingdom 

British Values link: Mutual 
respect 

Explorers 
History- looking at the 

development of exploration and 
the impact on the UK. 

Christopher Columbus and Neil 
Armstrong will be key figures.  

 
British Values link: Respect 

Nurturing Nurses 
History- Looking at the lives of 

significant individuals in Britain’s 
past who have contributed to 

our nations achievements  
 
 

British Values link: Respect 

Our Wonderful World 
(Linked to learning of animals in 

Science) 
Geography – investigate the 

worlds continents and oceans 
and how animals have adapted 

to the conditions of these 
environments 

Carnivals 
Geography-Human and physical 
geography of a Contrasting Non-

European country 

Computing Computing systems and 
networks – IT around us  
Identifying IT and how its 

responsible use improves our 
world in school and beyond. 

 
British Values link: Rule of Law, 

Mutual Respect. 

Creating media – Digital 
photographs  

Capturing and changing digital 
photographs for different 

purposes. 
 

British Values link: Rule of Law, 
Mutual Respect. 

Programming A – Robot 
algorithms 

Creating and debugging 
programs, 

and using logical reasoning to 
make predictions. 

British Values link: Rule of Law, 
Mutual Respect. 

 

Data and information – 
Pictograms 

Collecting data in tally charts and 
using attributes to organise and 

present data on a computer. 
 

British Values link: Rule of Law, 
Mutual Respect. 

Creating media - making music  
Using a computer as a tool to 

explore rhythms and melodies, 
before creating a musical 

composition. 
 

British Values link: Rule of Law, 
Mutual Respect. 

Programming B - Quizzes 
Designing algorithms and 

programs that use events to 
trigger sequences of code to 

make an interactive quiz. 
 

British Values link: Rule of Law, 
Mutual Respect. 

PE Team Building 
(Pupils develop their 

communication and problem-
solving skills. They work 

individually, in pairs and in small 
groups. Throughout, there is an 
emphasis on teamwork. They 

learn to discuss, plan and reflect 
on ideas and strategies. They 

lead a partner whilst considering 
safety. Pupils have the 

opportunity to show honesty 
and fair play.) 
Fundamentals  

(Pupils will develop the 
fundamental skills of balancing, 

running, changing direction, 
jumping, hopping and skipping. 

Pupils will be given opportunities 
to work with a range of different 
equipment. Pupils will be asked 

to observe and recognise 
improvements for their own and 
others' skills and identify areas of 
strength. Pupils will be given the 

Dance  
(Pupils will explore space and 
how their body can move to 

express and idea, mood, 
character or feeling. They will 

expand their knowledge of 
travelling actions and use them 
in relation to a stimulus. They 

will build on their understanding 
of dynamics and expression. 

They will use counts of 8 
consistently to keep in time with 
the music and a partner. Pupils 

will also explore pathways, 
levels, shapes, directions, speeds 

and timing. They will be given 
the opportunity to work 

independently and with others 
to perform and provide feedback 

beginning to use key 
terminology.) 

 Ball Skills 
(In this unit, pupils will develop 

their fundamental ball skills such 
as throwing and catching, rolling, 

Yoga 
(Pupils learn about mindfulness 
and awareness. They begin to 

learn poses and techniques that 
will help them connect their 

mind and body. The unit looks to 
improve wellbeing by building 

strength, flexibility and balance. 
The learning includes postures, 

breathing and meditation taught 
through fun and engaging 

activities.) 
Target Games 

(Pupils develop their 
understanding of the principles 

of target games. Pupils learn 
how to score points and play to 
the rules. They develop the skills 
of throwing, rolling, kicking and 
striking to targets. They begin to 

self-manage their own games 
selecting and applying the skills 
they have learnt appropriate to 

the situation.)  

Gymnastics 
(In this unit pupils learn explore 

and develop basic gymnastic 
actions on the floor and using 

apparatus. They develop 
gymnastic skills of jumping, 

rolling, balancing and travelling 
individually and in combination 
to create short sequences and 

movement phrases. Pupils 
develop an awareness of 

compositional devices when 
creating sequences to include 
the use of shapes, levels and 

directions. They learn to work 
safely with and around others 

and whilst using apparatus. 
Pupils are given opportunities to 
provide feedback to others and 

recognise elements of high 
quality performance.) 

Invasion games 
(Pupils develop their 

understanding of invasion games 
and the principles of defending 

Athletics 
(In this unit, pupils will develop 

skills required in athletic 
activities such as running at 

different speeds, jumping and 
throwing. In all athletic based 
activities, pupils will engage in 

performing skills and measuring 
performance, competing to 

improve on their own score and 
against others. They are given 

opportunities to work 
collaboratively as well as 

independently. They learn how 
to improve by identifying areas 
of strength as well as areas to 

develop.)  
OAA 

(Pupils will develop 
understanding of legends and 
keys. They will be able to use 
these as a reference to create 

sequences and find information. 
Pupils will be able to recognise 
the real life representations of 

Fitness 
(jPupils will take part in a range 
of fitness activities to develop 

components of fitness. Pupils will 
begin to explore and develop 
agility, balance, co-ordination, 

speed and stamina. Pupils will be 
given the opportunity to work 

independently and with others. 
Pupils will develop perseverance 
and show determination to work 

for longer periods of time.)  
Striking and fielding  

(In this unit, pupils develop their 
understanding of the principles 
of striking and fielding games. 

They develop the skills of 
throwing and catching, tracking 
and retrieving a ball and striking 
a ball. They begin to self-manage 
small sided games. Pupils learn 
how to score points and play to 

the rules. Pupils will begin to 
think about how to use skills, 

strategies and tactics to outwit 



 

 

opportunity to work 
collaboratively with others, 

taking turns and sharing ideas.t)  
British Values link: Mutual 

Respect, Tolerance 

hitting a target, dribbling with 
both hands and feet and kicking 

a ball. Pupils will have the 
opportunity to work 

independently, in pairs and small 
groups.)  

British Values link: Mutual 
Respect, Tolerance 

British Values link: Mutual 
Respect, Tolerance 

and attacking. They use and 
develop skills such as sending 

and receiving with both feet and 
hands, as well as dribbling with 
both feet and hands. They have 
the opportunity to play uneven 

and even sided games. They 
learn how to score points in 

these types of games and learn 
to play to the rules.) 

 British Values link: Mutual 
Respect, Tolerance 

basic diagrams and use these to 
navigate to single points. They 
will then communicate using 

directional language and will be 
able to instruct others of 

movements they need to make 
to reach a single point.)  

British Values link: Mutual 
Respect, Tolerance 

the opposition appropriate to 
the situation.)   

British Values link: Mutual 
Respect, Tolerance 

RE Signs and Symbols 
This unit is about: the signs and 

symbols of everyday life, the use 
of artefacts and symbolic 

religious behaviour 

 

Christmas 
This unit is about: 

giving and receiving at Christmas 
British Values link: Mutual 

Respect 

Special Places 
This unit is about: the special 

building of different religions and 
the traditions when visiting 

them. 

 

Easter 
This unit is about: why Easter is 

important for Christians 
British Values link: Democracy 

Religious Leaders 
This unit is about: The work of 

religious leaders within the 
community 

British Values link: Mutual 
Respect, Tolerance 

Easy Questions- Difficult answers 
This unit is about: the ultimate 
questions raised by the natural 

world 
British Values link: Mutual 
Respect, Individual Liberty 

PSHE Being me in my world 
Developing self-awareness and 
identifying aims for the year. 

Celebrating difference  
Identifying how we are all 

different and how we value 
these differences  

Dreams and goals 
Working cooperatively in groups 

to create a project and 
understand how it feels to work 

as a team   

Healthy me  
Understand what is healthy and 

how it is good for your body  

Relationships  
Identify causes of conflict and 
demonstrate positive problem 

solving  

Changing me  
Recognise physical differences 

between boys and girls  

Music Exploring simple patterns  Singing 
Linked to Christmas production 

Focus on tempo and dynamics  Exploring feelings through music 
 

Inventing a musical story  Zootime  

Art and 
D&T 

(To alternate- Double 
lessons each half term) 

D&T- Making fire engines an 
Tudor houses 

British Values link: Respect, 
Individual liberty. 

Art - sparks 
Creating art inspired by fire and 

flames 
 

D&T - Sewing 
Making bags for an explorer 

Earth art – link to science 
Using natural materials to make 

art and structures. 

 

Sketching skills 
Drawing landscapes of different 
environments around the world 

 

D&T- Cooking linked to 
contrasting country. 

Making a range of dips and 
healthy snacks. 

 

British Values - we will be incorporating British Values across the curriculum. You can find more information about British Values on our website.  

We will make cross curricular links wherever appropriate. This will usually take place in subjects such as Topic, Science and English.  


